Spatial Analysis of Distribution Pattern of Covid-19 Cases in Batang Regency
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Abstract. The pandemic of covid-19 had brought many responses from every institution. As one of the religious institutions, Mosque was reported various adaptations in aims to support their activities. The adaptations were related to strategies in physical designs, health protocols implementations, and embedded technologies. The interaction between each strategy also shown different patterns of mosques’ innovation in serving their communities. These mosque studies consist of literature reviews and site observations to elaborate the communal mosque adaptations against the pandemic. The shifting of mosques is closely related to environments and technologies.

1 Introduction

Mosques have become a building for multifunction at different periods for Muslims, such as a religious ceremony, performing salat, reciting Quran, communal social interaction, etc. Hence, there are many designs strategy of adaptation and interaction shall be facilitated on it [1] The design and many facilities of mosques closely linked to contextual site response, acculturation interactions and climate condition approaches [2]. The mosque shall be designed to form the principal prayer (salat) space with an orientation toward qibla (the bait Allah/Kabah at Mecca) and room of ablution (wudhu) to do the washing part of a body as a requirement before worshipping activities [2].

Muslim communities had built many mosques for their group or public use all over the earth as their everyday need in communal prayer space. The mosque also became a religious identity in Muslim countries as their position of the world population [3]. As the world's biggest Muslim country, Indonesia has a regulation by the Ministry of Public Works-Housing Settlement decree no.14/2017 that order each building to provide a prayer room. The decree also strictly stated that masjid must install: exact orientation to qibla, a separation between worshipping and standard room, and proper conditions [4].

In late 2019 The initial case of COVID-19 was reported in Wuhan, China, and then became every country in the world’s serious problem [5-7]. The World Health Organization (WHO), as a division of the United Nations (UN), officially published that novel Corona Virus Disease 19 (COVID-19) as a global pandemic in March 2020 as the worldwide spreading of COVID-19 on all continents [8, 9]. Due to date 29th of May 2021, COVID-19
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has spread rapidly through about 222 countries with the case of positive infected 170,256,454 patients, case of recovered 152,148,821 patients, and case of death 3,540,426 persons [10].

Many countries have strictly force lockdown laws or night curfews to minimize the spreading [11], as they learned from the previous pandemic on earth [12]. However, there are still various responses of people toward the regulation that still not applying a lock down situation because the lockdown brought local termination of public and communal activities and shut the entrance-exit border that may destroy the community itself [12]. All countries also supplied the medical stuff (sanitary unit, medical mask, face/mouth shield, etc.), various COVID-19 tests (antibody, antigen, PCR), curative medical treatments, and some research-deep study to respond to this condition [13]. The pandemic brought impact all daily life in long terms [14] such as process of educations [15] tourism on international or domestic size [16], and not least the religious sector [17].

Indonesia's reported initial case of Depok regency COVID-19 with two positive suspects on March 2nd, 2020 [17, 18]. Starting from that date, the virus COVID-19 has to be avoided with physical and social distancing amongst us [19]. In January 2021, there were 14,518 new cases, which is the highest case in Indonesia [20]. Learned from that, the Indonesia government and Islam scholars released health-based protocols to do religious activities (such: salat, prayers, communal ritual) at home to support the government regulation no.21/2020 about Large Scale Social Limitation (PSBB) for Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Pandemic Response [21]. One of Indonesia's Muslim Representative Organizations called Majelis Ulama Indonesia (MUI) had issued a fatwa (religious law) no.14/2020 about Pandemic COVID-19 response on Worship Protocols to cut COVID-19 spreading's [22]. By those formal constitutions and religious law notice, all Muslims must embrace the new normal adaptation to keep every ummah (believers) healthy and away from COVID-19 [17]. The adaptations confront directly from common worship, which performed since the Rasulullah era. However, the medical problem shall be bridge between tradition and reality [22].

This research aims to report mosque's responses and explain the adaptation evidence on this COVID-19 pandemic by the descriptive-analytic procedure. The research objects are several mosques that still open and respond to a communal worshiping activity (ibadah jamaat).

2 Methods

2.1 Literature Study

This Literature study is the primary method for identifying and analyzing the phenomena. Some literature research on COVID-19 situations, the mosque, and the preventive efforts was resumed with the object mosque that was still open and responded to communal prayer (ibadah jamaat) during pandemics.

2.2 Site Observation

The many sites' direct observations were done to collect specific communal mosques material, especially their various adaptation against COVID-19 pandemic health protocols. The documentation was captured by digital (not analogy) tools, such as smartphone cameras and laser measure meters to maintain precision.
2.3 Descriptive Analysis

Analytic descriptive becomes the primary analysis in explain and relating each finding. Physical/architectural design and health protocols. The descriptive is an effort in explaining phenomena with authors’ subjects, such: architectural design, Islamic regulation (fiqh), social (muamallah), and sciences.

3 Material and Discussion

3.1 Regulation and Conditionings

As mentioned in the previous section, MUI had issued fatwa no.14/2020 about Worship Protocols in Pandemic COVID-19 [22], in detail areas such Campus like Undip, Rector also issued the note no. 20/UN.7.P/SE/2020 [23]. The operating regulations are also strongly stated by mosque administrators (Takmir) via an announcement on the mosque gates [24] (figure 1 right) or social media news (figure 1 left). It was a mandatory message to be informed by the mosque as government law. Therefore. Worshipper (jamaat) may understand the condition of the mosque, whether: the mosque is open or close, ready to perform salat jamaat (communal prayer) and prepare to do prayer on that mosque. Minister of Health and Mosque administrator group [25] conditioned that people shall be minimized in mosque activities.

The pre-conditions of mosque visit are taking wudlu (ablution) and wearing medical mask. In front of mosque, there will officers who perform body temperature and mask checking. The worshippers who are collided with sickness and some symptoms, were not suggested to pray in home and isolate their self. During the prayer, worshippers are not allowed to remove mask, touch the mosque utilities, performing physical contacts, making crowd more than 50% of capacities, and performing salat in shorter than 1m [24]. However, the present socio-political environment made discussions of the health effects of COVID-19, additional information from public health messaging may be unable to change mass preferences or behaviours [26].

![Fig. 1. Masjid Announcement about Health Protocol (left: mosque closing [25] ; right: activities protocol in mosque [24]).](image)
3.2 Ablution Device’s Innovation

The ablution design affects the water consume so tap design can help the water saving. It can also propose activation with legs (feet or knees) instead of opening taps with hands, and it helps decrease water waste (see figure 2 left). Solving the problem of excess water consumption can be provided by a good tap control design. We can introduce a new design for ablution tub or other innovations such as automatic tap (see figure 2 right). The automatic tap may reduce physical contact with mosque utilities, which may lower the COVID-19 spreading [26].

![Ablution tap design (knee activation).](image)

**Fig. 2.** Ablution tap design (knee activation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tap Type</th>
<th>Average total ablution time (s)</th>
<th>Percentage of wasted water (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical knobs-tap</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing short neck-tap</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing high neck-tap</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical push button-tap</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic tap</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Types of Tap [27].

3.3 Signage of health protocols

Figure 1 left shown that mosques in South Korea inform in bilingual cause the worshippers (jamaat) are not only Korean but also foreigners, and right shown that Indonesia mosque announced in words and graphics to bring more information’s. The signage is essential to promote health protocols. The distant physical signage while doing salat is also being installed in the prayer room. Most mosques use (X) signs to represent an unavailable prayer area, while some mosques also put footprint stickers to locate the exact prayer area (figure 3).
However, some people may not be aware of this signage, and even more, they were making no physical distancing at all [28]. Most closely salat people are keeping their behavior before the pandemic and argue with hadiths. It has to be a discussable problem of many mahzab in Islam about a particular situation and scholar opinions [29].

![Fig. 3. Physical Sistancing Signage.](image)

### 3.4 Cross Ventilation and Floor Mat Roll

Every mosque in Indonesia has to roll up its carpets and open the windows/doors during communal prayer time. Those conditions were ordered by MUI and the ministry of health’s regulations. So, starting in 2020, the mosque applied the regulation and showed the situation like Figure 4. The carpets and another mat should not be used by multiple users that may spread the COVID-19. Some Takmir said that that condition made them clean the mosque floor more frequently. The opening of windows and doors make not only good cross ventilation but also dust-dirt collectors. Furthermore, the rolled mat/carpet (sajadah) made the mat material smelly and prone to destruction by natural humidity.

![Fig. 4. Interior of the mosque adaptation (left: rolled up mat ; right: Windows and Doors opening).](image)

### 3.5 Prayer space expansion

As been told in the regulation section, the capacity of the mosque must be reduced in half. This regulation made some Takmirs choose to close the mosque (figure 1 left), and some perform prayer space expansion (figure 5). The expansion was not the direct impact of health protocols as being done before, but with a 50% capacity point, it became reason to expand the prayer space of the mosque. The expansion is usually performed by mosques with the front facade that does not direct to the west (qibla) that clause related to mihrab movement to the expansion area for the west facing mosque [1]. The expansion usually uses street or public space behind or beside the mosque.
3.6 Future challenges against The Protocol

The present socio-political situation made some dilemma of the health protocol against COVID-19 and mass preferences or behaviors in the past. The previous adaptation built by the mosque would mean nothing if worshipers did not change their mindset toward COVID-19 and communities. It was no surprise that people still think that COVID-19 is a global conspiracy or COVID-19 can be surpassed in short periods [28, 30]. The current condition of careless people may result in clusters of religious activities and spread wider if there are no control or trace suspects [31, 32].

The physical design could not anticipate and force people's desire, so socialization of COVID-19 prevention shall be massively spread. Some religious or spiritual leaders need to bespoke persons to suggest their followers obey the health protocols. In some cases, the rapid change of regulation toward mosques made worshipers confused and anger also negatively impacted the mosque and COVID-19 prevention efforts [33, 34].

3 Conclusion

Pandemic COVID-19 has made many changes to the environmental design approach. As part of a public building, the mosque is adapting a new regular habit on their design developments. Regulation, health protocols, global news, social change, and environmental conditions toward pandemics have force mosques to: innovate their devices, apply basic passive design, and expand some spaces. However, the challenges of pandemic COVID-19 are still running in this world. The design developments, technology innovations, and most important, “social engineering” also need to be encouraged by all people as the response to pandemic.
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